
Tanya’s curiosity and global perspective allow her to lead others to identify and appreciate different
perspectives from different points of view.  This allows Tanya to facilitate the navigation of complex and
diverse situations and personalities in order to bring leaders and teams within alignment and synchronicity
to generate possibilities and innovative solutions.  These innate qualities have been fostered by mentors in
the field of Communication, Neuroscience, Human Resources, the Arts, a Dominatrix, a CEO and her
children. 

Tanya has been described as “energetic, fun, disciplined and fiercely focused.”  Tanya’s gift is empowering
through education, in order for leaders to find their own solutions, lead with their destination by supporting
the challenges around implementing positive behavioural changes and sustainable new habits.  She
integrates knowledge from her educational and business background as a Speech-Language Pathologist and
is Certified as an Executive Coach as well as in Conversational Intelligence ® (C-IQ).
  
In 2017, Tanya founded Your Influential Presence to connect, work and align with organizations & people
who desire challenges and add value, who are and who have amazing people, and who work towards a
common purpose.  She also aligns with other companies who share values in order to meet the needs of
larger organizations.  Tanya works with people and organizations in Ontario & Québec and globally in the
Middle East, Australia & India.

Additionally, Tanya is often on the go, exploring, learning and eating her way through different countries and
cultures, watching foreign films and psychological thrillers and playing a wicked defense position in hockey. 
 Her deep meditation is running 50 km obstacle races and spending time at her camp on an island in
Northern Ontario with friends and her children. 
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TANYA NESTERENKO, M.H.SC.
EXECUTIVE & COMMUNICATION COACH (ICF) C-IQ

As an accomplished bilingual Consultant & Coach in Presence, Engagement
and Leadership, Tanya’s purpose is to support growth mindset leaders to
develop their communication skills and influential presence in order to
deliver their intended message, influence outcomes and have healthy
conversations that build a culture of trust, engagement and inclusion…
because everything happens through conversation.
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